Pontes Hotéis & Resorts now also offers an App to
its guests

With its privileged locations in Recife and Porto de Galinhas, the hotels of the chain are
among the highlights of Brazil’s Northeast. The portfolio included the Hotel Atlante Plaza,
the Mar Hotel Conventions and the Summerville Beach Resort, which reopened in July.
The Pontes Hotéis & Resorts chain, which always seeks to innovate and surprise its guests,
now has a special novelty. Now, its customers have an app at their disposal to make the
most of their stay and be able to interact with the hotel, maintaining physical distance!

HIGHLIGHTS

Control of room costs by guests
themselves, with My Bill and Checkout
Mobile Key directly on the
smartphone of Hotel Atlante Plaza
guests
Automatic insertion of room service
orders in the POS

Room cleaning and maintenance
requests
All information about the hotels and
points of interest in the cities

In addition to these features, each hotel's application is integrated with several of
the chain’s systems:

Opera PMS
Service Monitor (a tool used by the hotel to manage team tasks)
POS and Ticketing system
Assa Abloy door lock system
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“We are reopening our resort with many
new features! Among them, an App
developed in partnership with Nonius,
where the guest will have information about
the hotel, points of interest in the city,
consult the billing statement and can
request various types of services, including
express check-out.
During the development of the project, we
had a very good experience with the
company, only making it possible to
complete it in record time thanks to the
partnership and availability of the entire
team that worked with us.”

“It’s always a great privilege to work with
Nonius, and once again, this partnership
proved to be strong and efficient. All our
efforts were rewarded with the delivery of
the product in record time. We focused on
assembling appropriate content, always
thinking about the best experience for our
guests,
offering
practicality
and
functionality in the palm of their hand.”

Check out how a hotel App works

LEARN MORE

Your guests, our technology.

